Electricity Supplier Bulletin
Issued on 17 December 2019
Dear Stakeholder,
Welcome to the Electricity Supplier Bulletin from Low Carbon Contracts Company (LCCC) and
Electricity Settlements Company (ESC).
This bulletin covers
CfD Supplier Obligation:

Interim Levy Rate (ILR) and Total Reserve Amount
(TRA) set for Q2 2020

CfD Transparency Tool (TT):

Integration of the TT into the CfD dashboards

ILR/TRA webinar for Q2 2020

Register your interest

LCCC/ESC Bulletins:
Webinar on ILR/TRA for Q2 2020:

Subscribe to other bulletins or unsubscribe from our list.

Contracts for Difference (CfD) Supplier Obligation
The Interim Levy Rate (ILR) and Total Reserve Amount (TRA) for Q2 2020 are now set. LCCC has
determined that the Interim Levy Rate (ILR) for Q2 is set at £7.469/MWh and the Total Reserve
Amount (TRA) at £78,339,427.23 for the period from 1 April 2020 to 30 June 2020 (Q2).
Quarterly Obligation Period - 1 April to 30 June 2020 (Q2)
Interim Levy Rate

£7.469/MWh
Quarterly Obligation Period - 1 April to 30 June 2020 (Q2)
Total Reserve Amount

£78,339,427.23

Details of the calculations behind this determination are available on the LCCC Transparency Tool,
and, from today, LCCC’s CfD dashboards (see below). EMRS will send out notices regarding each
supplier’s individual reserve amounts in due course.

CfD Transparency Tool dashboard integration
As announced at our Autumn Conference and our recent CfD Bulletin, LCCC has been working to
develop the content of the dashboards on our website launched earlier this year. The move aims to
provide easily accessible data and analysis for our stakeholders and increase transparency.
Until now, LCCC has shared the ILR and TRA and information on the modelling behind them via our
Transparency Tool (TT), which has been hosted on a dedicated microsite. The integration of the
Transparency Tool into our wider CfD dashboards has been completed, so from today, 17 December,
LCCC will be publishing the Transparency Tool information on the CfD dashboard area of our
website. Please note that the weekly tracking will commence on the CfD dashboards area from midJanuary. The Transparency Tool microsite will be maintained in parallel until 31 March 2020, when it
will be retired, but without the weekly tracking.
ILR/TRA webinar for Q2 2020
LCCC’s forecasting experts will be running a webinar on ILR/TRA for Quarter 2 2020 at the earliest
opportunity. On this webinar, our team will take you through the new Transparency Tool
dashboards, explain what changes have been implemented and how users can access the same data
from the new arrangement.

Please email events@lowcarboncontracts.uk to register your interest now.

Further information on LCCC Bulletins
You are receiving this bulletin because you have given us your consent to receive Electricity Supplier
Bulletins from LCCC. If you would like to receive the Contract for Difference (CFD) Bulletin, Capacity
Market (CM) Bulletin, or the Corporate Bulletin, please email info@lowcarboncontracts.uk. Email us
at this same address to unsubscribe. To find out how we handle your personal data, please see our
privacy notice.

Kind Regards,
Low Carbon Contracts Company

